CineMassive is an industry leader in providing high-performance, custom-built video wall systems. We are committed to delivering complete solutions that are intelligently tailored to the activities, environment, and workflow of the people who will be using them.

Teams around the world depend on CineMassive technology to support their collaborative visualization needs.

We manufacture, design, integrate, and support complete visualization systems that are tailored to each customer’s unique requirements.

When you purchase a CineMassive video wall system, you’re investing in a relationship with a dedicated technical partner. Our turn-key project lifecycle – from in-depth project consultations to installation, training, and beyond – illustrates our commitment to serving our customers in the long-term.

CASE STUDIES
- City of Chesapeake’s EOC, 911 Center, and 311 Center
- City of Montgomery’s 911 Call Center
- City of Sandy Springs’ Traffic Management Center
- Miami Gardens’ Real Time Crime Center
- New York Power Authority’s Integrated Smart Operations Center
- Oxford, AL East Metro Area Crime Center
- Philadelphia Police Department’s Delaware Valley Intelligence Center

www.cinemassive.com/case-studies/
CineMassive visualization systems are in the heart of Real Time Crime Centers across the country. With a CineMassive solution, your team has instant access to all their cameras, reporting systems, and analytics tools displayed on a crisp, high-resolution video wall that provides countless benefits such as:

- A real-time dashboard of all visual information
- Intuitive content management software
- 24/7/365 reliability
- Ability to integrate into any existing infrastructure
- The flexibility to meet any specific workflow need

COMMON OPERATING PICTURE

- Real Time Crime Centers help to focus constant, incoming information into a centralized view.
- By focusing the flow of that data into a single view, operators can analyze multiple sources to identify connections between crimes.
- First Responders benefit immensely from the increased situational awareness a Real Time Crime Center recognizes.

MULTI-AGENCY RESPONSE

- Modern Real Time Crime Centers can house multiple outside agencies in times of great need for collaborative investigations and work.
- Federal agencies depend on these regional Crime Centers to easily link with their systems to send and receive visual data among all cooperating organizations.

FASTER DECISION-MAKING

- Connected departments sharing tactical data and visual assets more effectively deploy resources as needed.
- A national average for the clearance of robbery events is at 28%, however that average has increased to 50-55% in Real Time Crime Centers.
- Interconnectivity between Real Time Crime Centers and facilities such as Traffic Management Centers or Emergency Operation Centers creates a hive decision making process leading to faster and more efficient response times.

SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO